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Scaffolding comes 
crashing down
** The monthly safety moment is collected from various sources associated with the Maritime 
industry for educational purpose and is not necessarily an actual incident from the ESM fleet.**

SAFETY MOMENT OF THE MONTH

Scaffolding had been erected on 
top of hatch cover No.4 of a general 
cargo vessel to allow two of the crew 
members to paint the crane jib while 
the vessel was underway. 

After completing painting of accessible parts of 
the jib, the two crew slackened the top securing 
rope, removed their safety harnesses and 
started descending through the scaffolding from 
opposite sides. As they were climbing down, the 
ship began to roll and the scaffolding tipped 
over, collapsing on the hatch cover while taking 
the two crew members with it.

The vessel had to divert urgently to evacuate 
both the badly injured crews. One of them had 
to undergo surgery. Both were subsequently 

repatriated with medical escort for further 
treatment to their home country.

Root causes:
• Inadequate work planning/preparation. Not 

all the risks associated with the assigned work 
had been considered, especially the possibility 
of rapid deterioration of sea conditions, thus 
making scaffold work dangerous.

• Failure to ensure that scaffolding was 
properly secured while the two crew members 
were descending. The top securing rope was 
slackened, making the scaffolding unstable 
while crew members were still on it.

• Safety harnesses were not used while the 
two crew were descending through the 
scaffolding.

Continued on Page 5

Continued on Page 6

Continued on Page 8 & 9

“Patience, loyalty, kindness and 
professional knowledge”

ESM launches 
onboard 
Mooring and 
Machinery 
Campaign
Aimed at assisting shipboard personnel 
in identifying gaps and improving 
on those aspects, ESM launched a 
Mooring and machinery space safety 
campaign starting 1st of January’20 
until the 30th of April’20. 

Identifying mooring safety as one of the 
leading causes of injuries and safety onboard, 
this HSEQA campaign uses targeted tasks 
in understanding the correct operation and 
maintenance of various mooring equipment, 
as well as maintaining clear records to reduce 
documental observations and correct supply of 
mooring lines for the deck crew. Also in focus 
is safety and operational efficiency for the 

27th batch of DNS Graduating cadets guided 
by Capt Sumit Sahni

Thirty-one successful cadets from the 
27th batch of the Diploma in Nautical 
Sciences (DNS) course marched forward 
to receive their diploma certificates in 
an impressive graduation ceremony 
held on 19th December 2019 at SIMS 

Lonavala. The atmosphere was joyous 
and lively as proud family members and 
friends witnessed the event.
 
Chief Guest Captain Sumit Sahni, Assistant 
Director, ESM Mumbai motivated the cadets 
in an inspiring speech on applying moral 
values, a positive attitude as well as a sense of 
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Letter of the Month 

2019 seems to have whizzed past but the fact that we filled it in with 
meaningful activities made it time well spent. The yearly highlights in 
this newsletter will provide you with a brief on those. However, what is 
more meaningful is our positioning, resolve and preparation for the year 
we are stepping in by the time this newsletter reaches your hand.

The year ended on a sweet note with ESM receiving Singapore’s prestigious Enterprise50 
awards, recognised as the top 15 of 50 brands of the country of the year 2019. Indeed, a 
feat to rejoice considering the competitiveness of the business world while encompassing 
entire business diaspora in the country.

While awards and accolades are indeed motivating for the spectacular results achieved, 
however, more heart-warming news are employees going outside the comfort zones of 
their regular professional jobs. While we are proud of our seafarers heroically rescuing 
fellow human beings in dire situations at sea, we cheer our shore staff from Singapore 
who recently participated in a community outreach programme to raise funds, spread joy 
and meaningful human spirit during Christmas time. 

The year ahead is certainly going to be a defining year for the industry as the new 
environment rule on pollution kicks in at the stroke of midnight. Needless to say, the 
ESM fleet has been preparing for months to fulfil the requirements. We are confident that 
efforts will show the desired results across the fleet. Our sincere thanks to the technical 
team who worked tirelessly to meet the deadline well in advance.

While ship delivery is a regular activity for a ship manager, the hard work and meticulous 
planning that goes with each delivery is phenomenal. We salute the various teams right 
from crewing, technical, quality, travel along with the team on board for making each of 
our 30 new take overs during the year, smooth. Very well done and hearty congratulations 
to all of you for making the 2019 a record year.

As the festival season will continue with the forthcoming Chinese New Year in Singapore, 
Lohri and Pongal in India. We would like to extend our best wishes and festival greetings to 
our seafarers. Keeping the spirit of 2019 in momentum, there are various exciting welfare 
plans for our staff both at shore and on board in 2020. We will post the information 
through this newsletter in due course. Do stay tuned.

Till then, please keep safe and may happiness be with you wherever you are,

Sikha Singh
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Inventory of Hazardous Materials
What is the Inventory of Hazardous 
Materials (IHM)?

The ‘Inventory of Hazardous Materials’ –formerly 
referred to at IMO and at LR as the Green 
Passport –is an inventory of materials present in 
a ship’s structure, systems and fitted equipment 
that may be hazardous to human health and 
the environment. The IHM must be maintained 
throughout the life of the ship.
 
Why is the ‘Inventory of Hazardous Materials 
(IHM)’ important?

As explained above, Inventory provides ship-
specific information on the actual hazardous 
materials present on board during the Ship 
building process as well as operations. 

The Basic purpose of IHM are as mentioned 
below:
1. To protect health and safety and to prevent 

environmental pollution at ship recycling 
facilities. The information contained in IHM 
will be used by the ship recycling/ breaking 
facilities to decide how to manage the 
types and amounts of Hazardous materials 
identified in the Inventory of Hazardous 
Materials.

2. The IHM is required for identification of 
suitable ship recycler/ breaker by owners. 

3. It can be used for identifying risks during 
ship operations as it provides crew (of repair) 

TECHNICAL NEWS

with useful information like location, amount, 
procedure of handling, etc of Hazardous 
materials thereby contributing to incident and 
accident preparedness and response.

4. It can also be used for identifying risks during 
conversion/ breaking yards about hazardous 
materials onboard, contributing to incident 
and accident preparedness and response. 

 
Legislation: IMO Hong Kong Convention 
(HKC)
(Adopted May 2009 –not yet in force)

All ‘ships’ over 500gt will have to maintain an 
IHM.

Will enter into force 24 months after the following 
have ratified the HKC:
• At least 15 states
• Representing at least 40% of the World’s 

merchant fleet
• With a combined annual ship recycling 

capacity of at least 3% of that fleet

For Example: If by 2020 HKC ratification criteria 
are met, then by 2022 All Newbuilds must have 
an IHM (2 years after ratification criteria met) & 
by 2027 all existing ships must have an IHM (7 
years after ratification criteria met).

EU Ship Recycling Regulations (EU SRR): 
31 December 2020 - EU flagged and non-EU 
flagged existing ships calling at EU ports must 
have IHM before 31st Dec 2020.

Note:  IHM is a must by 31st Dec 2020 for all 
vessels (500GT & above) registered in EU and for 
all other flag vessels calling EU. 

The IHM consists of three parts:
• Part I -hazardous materials inherent in the 

ship’s structure and fitted equipment

• Part II –operationally generated wastes
• Part III –ship’s stores

Once the legislation has entered into force or 
become applicable:
• Each new ship and existing ships shall have 

on board an IHM Part I, which should be 
maintained during the ship’s operational life.

• Once a decision to recycle the ship has been 
taken IHM Parts II and III should be completed.

IHM part I hazards are split into table A and 
B (HKC) or Annex I or II (EU SRR).

Examples of Hazardous materials {Table A 
(HKC) / Annex I (EU SRR)}:
1. Asbestos. 
2. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). 
3. Ozone depleting substances.
4. Anti-fouling systems containing organotin 

compounds as a biocide.
5. Per-fluoro octane sulfonic acid (PFOS only 

applicable to EU flagged ships).

Examples of Hazardous materials {Table B 
(HKC) / Annex II (EU SRR)}:
1. Cadmium and cadmium compounds.
2. Hexavalent chromium and hexavalent 

chromium compounds.
3. Lead and lead compounds.
4. Mercury and mercury compounds
5. Polybrominatedbiphenyls (PBBs)
6. Polybrominateddiphenyl ethers (PBDEs)
7. Polychlorinated naphthalenes (PCNs, more 

than 3 chlorine atoms)
8. Radioactive substances
9. Certain short-chain chlorinated paraffins 

(alkanes, C10–C13, chloro)
10. Brominated flame retardant (HBCDD only 

applicable to EU flagged ships).

IHM: certification at build
• Shipbuilder compiles IHM based on Material 

Declarations (MD) and Supplier Declarations 
of Conformity (SDoC)

• Site surveyors review paperwork / undertake 
onboard checks

Continued on Page 4
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Greenhouse gas concentrations in atmosphere 
break records
According to the World Meteorological 
Organization (WMO), atmospheric 
concentrations of carbon dioxide as well 
as other greenhouse gases have reached 
new heights. The increase has been noted 
as an above average rise in comparison 
with the last decade. Other greenhouse 
gases such as methane and nitrous oxide 
have also increased in similar amounts 
thus increasing concerns about its impact 
on the changing climate.

The report examined concentrations of warming 
gases in the atmosphere. This refers to what is left 
in the air after a series of interactions between 
the atmosphere, the oceans, the forests and the 
land. A quarter of carbon emissions are absorbed 
by the seas, land and trees. Using data from 
monitoring stations across the globe, researchers 
noted that carbon dioxide concentrations in 2018 
reached 407.8 parts per million (ppm). In 2017, 
it was recorded at 405.5ppm. This increase was 
noted to be above the average for the last decade 
which was recorded at 352.85 ppm and at 147% 
of pre-industrial levels at 1750.
 
The concentrations of other warming gases 
such as methane and nitrous oxide were also 
recorded.  Methane was noted to be at 259% 
of pre-industrial levels and the increase seen 
over the past year was higher than both the 
previous annual rate and the average over the 

past 10 years. 40% of methane emitted into the 
air was attributed to natural sources such as 
wetlands, and 60% from human activities such 
as cattle farming, rice cultivation and landfill 
dumps. Nitrous oxide was recorded at 123% 
pre-industrial levels. Also emitted from both 
natural and human sources, 2018’s emission 
of the gas, which is harmful to the ozone layer 
was significantly bigger than the previous year’s 
as well as higher than the average of the past 
decade. 

Greenhouse gases have increased at 43% since 
1990. The increased concentrations of these 
gases in the atmosphere are presently having 
warming impacts on the climate. Scientists have 
recorded and observed such effects including 
melting glaciers and sea ice, rising sea levels, 
shifting precipitation patterns, extreme weather 
events and the shifting of wildlife populations 
and habitats as further elaborated below.

Melting of ice has been observed across the 
globe in the North and South Poles, on mountain 
glaciers and ice sheets in West Antarctica, 
Greenland. In fact, polar scientists recently 
reported that Greenland is losing its ice faster 
seven times faster than in the 1990s. Global 
sea levels are currently rising at 0.13 inches (3.2 
millimeters) a year. As a result of the melting of 
ice, it is occurring at a faster rate in the recent 
years. Scientists have estimated a 7cm ocean rise 

by the end of the century from Greenland alone 
putting more people in low-lying coastal regions 
at risk of flooding.

Vanishing ice is also challenging arctic habitats 
of species such as the Adélie penguins. Many 
species are also on the move such as the 
mackerel, previously found in the Atlantic, 
it moved towards Iceland. The average 
precipitation and snowfall has increased across 
the globe, however, some regions such as Kenya, 
Australia are experiencing droughts leading to an 
increased risk of wildfires, lost crops and drinking 
water shortages. Bushfires have burnt across 
Australia for weeks. Although this fierce fire 
season has been attributed to climate change, 
leaders have consistently rejected this citing the 
lack of credible evidence. 

As we move into a new year, climate change 
continues to be a global “elephant in the room” 
in spite of earlier commitments made to the 
Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement brings 
all nations into a common cause of undertaking 
ambitious efforts to combat climate change by 
keeping a global temperature rise this century 
well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-
industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the 
temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees 
Celsius. This commitment needs both ambition 
and action by all parties involved for the future 
welfare of mankind. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
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Continued from Page 3
• Site surveyors approve IHM and issue 

Statement of Compliance (SOC)
• SoC issued with a 5 year validity.
• Shipowner responsible for maintaining the 

IHM

IHM: certification of an existing ship (The 
entire process may take 3-4 months).
• Collection of required information and 

documents by Shipping Company/ Owner & 
Submitting to appointed Hazardous Materials 
Expert (HME).

• Preparation of Visual Sample Check Plan 
(VSCP) by HME.

• HME to visit vessel & carry out onboard 
survey. Collect samples and submit it to 
Accredited lab.

• Analysis of samples by accredited lab.
• HME to Prepare IHM report based on lab 

results & submit it to Shipping Company/ 

Owner.
• Shipping Company/ Owner to submit IHM 

report to Class.
• Visit by class surveyor onboard for survey, 

verification and certification.
• SoC issued with a 5 year validity.
• Shipowner maintains the IHM

How should the IHM be maintained?

Procurement Policy should include:
1. Request that any items supplied to the ship 

are accompanied by a completed MD and 

SDoC as per MEPC.269(68) and the EMSA 
best practice guidance.

2. The procurement policy should make explicit 
reference to the up to date IMO Resolution 
MEPC.269(68) which replaced MEPC.197(62) 
in 2015 to cover HKC.

3. The procurement policy should make explicit 
reference to Regulation (EU) no 1257/2013 
for EU-flag vessels. For these vessels coverage 
of EU SRR hazards is required.

4. The policy should preferably cover the hazards 
listed in both Table A and B of HKC and Annex 
I and II of EU SRR.
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Exercise as good as medicine to lower blood 
pressure 

MIND YOUR BODY

A study conducted by researchers from 
the London School of Economics and 
Political Science has found that exercise is 
just as good as medicine in lowering blood 
pressure. This is significantly promising 
for patients of this chronic condition. 

High blood pressure or hypertension refers to 
the condition in which the long-term force of 
the blood against your artery walls is high. 
Measuring at anything above 140mm Hg, this is 
a common medical issue which can have severe, 
potentially fatal consequences if unaddressed. 
Hypertension is often caused by factors such 
as obesity, diabetes, maintaining a poor diet 
by consuming foods high in salt and kidney 
disease. In some cases, it can also be hereditary. 
According to the World Health Organization, an 
estimated number of 1.13 billion people across 
the globe have hypertension. 

Doctors usually prescribe certain types of 
medications and lifestyle changes to manage this 
condition. Prescribed medications are usually 
given on a long-term basis and they may result in 
less than pleasant side effects. Lifestyle changes 
on the other hand, have long term benefits for 

overall health. Exercise is one such lifestyle 
change recommended by health experts. It is 
known to lower systolic blood pressure or the 
amount of pressure in the arteries when the 
heart is beating. This is significant as the systolic 
blood pressure is expressed as the top number in 
any reading. Making this lifestyle change more 
significant, a study conducted by researchers 
from the London School of Economics and 
Political Science has found that exercise may be 
as effective as prescribed medication to lower 
blood pressure.

In a bid to understand how exercise compares 
with the effectiveness of blood pressure lowering 
drugs, researchers compiled data from 194 and 
197 separate clinical trials. The former examined 
the impact of drugs on lowering systolic blood 
pressure while the latter, looked at the impact 
of structured exercise. This aspect of the study 
involved a total of 39, 742 individuals. For the 
purpose of this study, researchers categorized 
structured exercises as endurance activities 
such as jogging, running, cycling, swimming, 
High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT), dynamic 
resistance which included strength training, 
isometric resistance, such as the static push-up 

(plank); and a combination of endurance and 
resistance. 

Researchers conducted three sets of analyses 
where all types of exercises were compared with 
all classes of blood pressure lowering medication, 
different types of exercise compared with 
different types of drug; and different intensities 
of exercise compared with different drug doses. 
These analyses were later repeated in a group 
of exercise trials that included only participants 
with high blood pressure. This is because, the first 
set of trials were of young, healthy participants 
with normal blood pressure. 

Initial results of the first trials conducted showed 
that blood pressure was lower in people treated 
with drugs in comparison to those who followed 
structured exercise programmes. However, in the 
second set of trials, exercise was just as effective 
as drugs. In fact, researchers observed that 
the effectiveness of the exercise increased the 
threshold used to define high blood pressure at 
a higher number. 

Although the findings are significantly promising, 
it should not persuade high blood pressure 
patients to abandon prescribed medications 
in favour of exercise. Instead, patients can and 
should boost their physical activity levels.
 
Apart from exercise, other measures for managing 
blood pressure levels include:
• Weight loss
• Ensuring a healthy and nutritious diet that is 

low in fat and sodium
• Limiting alcohol intake
• Quitting smoking
• Cutting back on caffeine
• Reducing stress
• Monitoring your blood pressure and following 

up with your doctor regularly.

Continued from Page 1

SAFETY MOMENT OF THE MONTH

Both crews attempted to descend simultaneously. 
This may have made the scaffolding even 
more unstable if they did not climb down in a 
synchronized way.

Lessons learned

• Fall protection shall be used in cases where 

a crew member is at risk of falling from 
any height.  An approved safety harness 
including a fall arrestor, an inertia reel or a 
safety line shall always be used, whether 
crew are ascending or descending, and shall 
be connected to a strong point on the ship 
structure.

• Erecting scaffolding while the vessel is at sea 

can be dangerous as weather conditions can 
deteriorate rapidly.

• Scaffolding, when used, shall be adequately 
secured from all sides and especially from the 
top.

• Generic risk assessments are often insufficient 
for many situations; they shall always be job-
specific.
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Understanding the Bulk Carrier Charterparty
Contributed by Capt Vinod Dubey, Assistant Manager, Adhart

One of the good old sayings during 
my pre-sea training days was that 
“A Master’s prime job is to navigate 
vessel from point A to Point B safely”. 
However, it is now, I realize that 
something important was missed in this 
statement. A Merchant vessel sails from 
A to B to trans-ship cargo. However, this 
commercial aspect is commonly missed 
out as Master and Chief Engineers are 
so bogged down in day-to-day vessel’s 
operation to ensure safe running of 
vessel. The commercial awareness of 
our captains and chief engineers, when 
taking a decision, can heavily impact 
the commercial performance of vessel. 
Here, commercial awareness refers to 
the commercial way of thinking.

In order to do this, it is necessary that Masters 
and Chief Engineers understand the Charterparty 
(CP) contract. This document is a legally binding 
contract between Owners and Charterers that 
sets out the rights and responsibilities of the ship 
owner and the charterers. This contract contains 
many clauses with legal jargons that may not be 
easy to comprehend. However, in this article we 
look into some key ones which if not handled 
properly, may result in heavy claims.

Vessel Performance: 
The key measure of a vessel’s performance is 
how well she meets with the CP’s requirement 
of speed / bunker consumption. As such, 
Vessel should not only track the daily speed / 
consumption but also track it in comparison to 
CP’s requirement. Operators should be advised 
in advance if Vessel is not able to meet the 
requirement.

The most common cause of underperformance 
is rough weather. Hence, Vessels must maintain 
proper records (Deck logbook, Weather fax, etc.) 
as objective evidence for Owners to counteract 
any undue claim imposed by Charterers. If 
Charterers appoint weather routing services, 
Master should endeavor to follow the advice. For 
safety reasons, if a Master wants to go against 
their advice, the reasons for doing so must be 
strong and rational. 

Bunkers:
Bunker is one of the costliest aspects of this 
business. Usually, the clause is Bunkers on 
Delivery (BOD) should be equal to Bunkers on 
Redelivery (BOR). Quantities are decided on the 
basis of a bunker survey arranged by Owners and 
Charterers. Hence, record keeping and correct 
bunker quantity estimation becomes imperative. 
There is a major price difference in different 
grades such as HSFO, VLSFO, LSMGO and also, if 
taken at different bunkering ports. Hence, Vessel 
must carefully evaluate the bunker quantity 
requirement against the expected schedule 
keeping safety margin as specified in operator’s 
manual. 

Stowage plans:
During fixing of the cargo, Charterers pre-
nominate the quantities. It is either based on 
draft restrictions or Vessel’s volumetric capacity. 
Usually, at this time, vessel will not be given 
much time or details. Hence, it is important 
that Master re-checks the Chief Officer’s 
calculations, especially in regards to draft or 
volume restrictions prior sending to Charterers. 
Hence, it is prudent to add disclaimers that the 
calculations are based on certain then provided 
cargo / port / bunker details and will change in 

case of any change in assumptions.

Off hire events:
There may be instances such as hold inspection 
failure, main engine failure, etc. when the 
vessel does not fulfill the CP’s commitments. It 
puts vessel off business as per the CP’s off hire 
clause. Commercially, this puts Owners in a tough 
situation. Hence, Masters should put all efforts 
to avoid such situations or pre-empt this with 
preventive measures in place. Maintenance of 
records as per PMS of engine and other cargo 
gears, hiring a shore cleaning team in time for 
difficult hold cleanings, Sea protest for potential 
cargo damages are some examples of preventive 
measures.  

PSC and RightShip inspections:
Charterers see the vessels from the perspective of 
a third-party inspection report. Various shippers 
/ Charterers have additional requirements for 
vessel to be cleared from RightShip. A RightShip 
inspection provides a validation of a vessel’s 
condition and management system. A good 
vessel may lose a potential business opportunity, 
because of poor PSC report or non-clearance from 
RightShip. Hence, vessel should prepare well to 
ensure good results in these inspections. In case 
of any deficiencies raised, they should be closed 
and reported to authorities promptly so that the 
close-outs are well reflected in system while 
vessel is being considered for next business.

This article was contributed by Captain Vinod 
Dubey. A former senior member of the HSEQA 
team in ESM Singapore, he sailed on ESM 
managed vessels for four years before joining the 
shore team in 2014. He has since transferred to 
Adhart Shipping with effect from 01 January 2020. 

ESM launches onboard Mooring and Machinery 
Campaign - Continued from Page 1 
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engine room personnel, which include discussion 
topics such as leak prevention and rectification 
in enhancing fire safety; and a thorough 
understanding of alarms and instruments to 
enhance operational reliability. 

Information for shipboard presentations and 
trainings has been planned for every month and 
will be provided by the onshore team to the ships. 

Officers and ratings nominated by the Master 
and Chief Engineer of each vessel will conduct 
fortnightly sessions onboard. Besides enhancing 
overall knowledge of the subject, this aims to 
boost individual communication skills as well as 
coordinated teamwork within the onboard staff. 
The campaign will also bring forward the topic of 
human factors and situational awareness during 
mooring operations.

In an effort to achieving continued engagement 
by all shipboard staff, a campaign feedback form, 
one each by the Master and Chief Engineer with 
a ‘selfie of the month’ is required to be sent to 
the onshore team at the end of each month.

We look forward to the enthusiastic participation 
by all crew members, Master and Chief Engineers 
onboard for a successful run of the campaign.
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Recognition, Transformation and Fellowship at ESM: 
2019 in retrospect - Continued from Page 19
program for 3D printed marine spare parts by 
Wilhemsen’s Ship Services. The program benefits 
include an improved environmental footprint, 
reduced lead times and logistics costs as well 
as the rapid change and improvement of spare 
parts printed. The use of 3D manufactured spare 
parts will initially be onboard its offshore vessels 
before a wider implementation is adopted. 

Achieving new milestones in vessel delivery 
and takeovers 
A new milestone was achieved this year with ESM 
crew taking delivery of the first ever Liquefied 
Natural Gas (LNG) vessel, British Listener in 
January and subsequently the second LNG vessel, 
British Sponsor in April 2019. 
The company in 2019, witnessed a steady increase 
of takeovers and deliveries amassing a total of 30 
sophisticated vessels joining our fleets. 

Celebrating the ESM spirit
Apart from recognitions and business as usual, 
ESM engaged in creating strong and resilient 
team spirits, cultural appreciation, community 
and safety awareness as well as bonding for 
onboard and onshore staff through a fun mix of 
activities and campaigns.

Team Executive in Singapore and India 
participated in sporting events such as cricket 
and badminton clinching runner up titles in the 
Bharatiya Nava Sena Movement and Mariner’s 
Premier League cricket tournaments. We were 
also winners of the gold cup from the DNV 
GL Mariner’s Cup 2019. Health and wellness 
continued to be the focus with yoga sessions 
held for onshore staff at the ESM Singapore office 
and mental health being brought out as a strong 
discussion point in our seminars held through the 
year.

Unleashing the creative side, the company held 
its first Executive News Bulletin Photography 
Contest for all seafarers and onshore staff. The 
contest received overwhelming responses from 
participants. We would like to thank everyone for 
participating and we hope to continue with this 
initiative in 2020. The winning photos and others 
were handpicked to create Executive Group’s 
annual calendar 2020. ESM also launched a brand 
new Executive Group jersey rousing company 
pride amongst seafarers and onshore staff. 

In lighter moments, we celebrated the uniqueness 
of each culture as well as the festive spirit of each 
occasion by engaging in a “Prosperity Toss” or 

Yu Sheng for Chinese New Year at the Singapore 
office and a Rangoli – making competition during 
the festival of lights, Deepavali. In the recently 
concluded Season of Giving during Christmas, 
ESM Singapore employees volunteered their 
time to raise funds for non-profit organization, 
The Salvation Army. It was indeed a wonderful 
experience and we hope to organize more 
community outreach events in 2020. 

At Executive, we are consistently working to 
improve our knowledge and awareness of 
safety precautions and regulations through 
campaigns. In August 2019, our HSEQA 
department launched a fun, educational 
exercise, the ‘Super Over’ campaign to 
familiarize all seafarers on board with the 
Company’s Safety Management System (SMS). 
Inspired by World Cup Cricket, this campaign 
was a huge hit with the seafarers. We 
congratulate our HSEQA department for this 
highly successful initiative. 

In a display of professionalism and true 
seamanship in 2019, ESM-managed vessels, 
Afra Hawthorn, Marlin Amber, MT Platytera and 
Crimson Knight were well-equipped to respond 
to distress calls at sea, successfully conducting 
rescue operations under challenging weather 
conditions.

We were lauded in several instances for our 
efforts and dedication towards ensuring overall 
safety for all at sea. It was indeed humbling 
when we were recognized with a letter of 
commendation from the Hellenic Coast Guard, 
Greece for MT Platytera’s role as On-scene 
Rescue Coordinator in October 2019. The 
brave actions of the Crimson Knight crew in 
October also led us to receive a Certificate of 
appreciation from the Maritime Port Authority, 
Singapore. 

We congratulate the Captains, Chief Engineers 
and Crew of the respective vessels for their 
swift actions and gallant display of seamanship. 

Flying the flag high - Samundra Institute of 
Maritime Studies 

SIMS Mumbai
Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies Mumbai 
Campus achieved A1 – the highest overall 
grade in its maiden Comprehensive Inspection 
Programme (CIP) audit by the Directorate 
General of Shipping, Government of India. 

With this achievement, SIMS Mumbai joined its 
pre-sea training campus, SIMS Lonavala in the 
prestigious category of highest ranking maritime 
institutes in India. 

In addition, SIMS Mumbai received several 
accreditations and approvals from accomplished 
global maritime agencies and classification 
societies for its various courses. The Mumbai – 
based institution received accreditation from 
the United Kingdom Maritime and Coast Guard 
Agency (UK MCA) for its Human Element 
Leadership and Management operational and 
management level course. The LNG Course and 
Trainer’s attained approvals from classification 
society, DNV GL as per IMO Model Course and 
SIGTTO standards. 

Seven new courses were also introduced to 
meet the rising demands, changing conventions 
and environmental regulations of the shipping 
industry. 

SIMS Lonavala
The Pre-Sea campus at Lonavala retained Grade 
A1 in the Comprehensive Inspection Programme 
(CIP) audit by the Directorate General of 
Shipping, Government of India. Having received 
an outstanding grade since 2014 is indeed an 
acknowledgment of the institute’s dedication 
towards ensuring skilled seafarers through quality 
education, infrastructure, regular updation of 
syllabuses as well as the introduction of new 
courses with the aims of enhancing practical and 
safety knowledge. 

Further attesting to this, we are proud to note 
the achievements of SIMS alumni and junior 
officers, 4E Sunil Patil, Santosh Godi and 
Niranjan Shinde who clinched the third prize in 
the global maritime safety competition organized 
by the UK P&I Club earlier in July 2019. Further 
acknowledging the skills of our engineers, four 
former SIMS alumni were promoted to lead as 
Chief Engineers onboard ESM-managed vessels. 
More promotions are to come in 2020. 

We are also thrilled to announce that we will be 
accepting aspiring female cadets for the February 
2020 batch of Diploma in Applied Nautical 
Sciences (DNS) and Graduate Marine Engineering 
(GME) courses.  

2019 has indeed been an eventful and fulfilling 
year. We look forward to raising the ESM spirit and 
flag further in 2020. To a wonderful year ahead! 
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MAIN NEWS

“Patience, loyalty, kindness and professional 
knowledge” - Continued from Page 1
27th batch of DNS Graduating cadets guided by Capt Sumit Sahni

responsibility when facing real-situations and 
unforeseen circumstances. “Now comes the time 
for practicing what you have learnt. You will now 
face situations which are routine ones and you 
have been told as how to deal with. You will 
have to be responsible, practical, and sensible 
and would be expected to find solution for every 
problem.” He also advised them on the ways to 
wholeheartedly embrace life onboard.

Graduation Day filled eager cadets with hope 
and excitement for the future of sailing and 
sheer nostalgia at having reaching the end of a 
memorable, training journey at SIMS Lonavala. 
Recalling this, Cadet Daniel Ashley, who was also 
recipient of Best in Academics said, “Home is 
where love resides, memories are created, friends 
always belong and care never ends. SIMS is one 
such home where many of our hopes and dreams 
originated. A home away from Home where we 
spent beautiful time of our life, it’s the cradle for 
shaping our future. I am extremely thankful to the 
wonderful faculty and facility for everything.”

Echoing similar sentiments, his father praised the 
institution’s commitment towards their students. 
“I feel proud that my son received an opportunity 
to be in a dream campus to build his career.” 
Continuing, he added, “The decorum maintained 
in the campus reveals its passion and sincere 
obligations towards professionalism.” 

Many of the visiting parents and relatives 
present there appreciated the campus greenery 
and infrastructure. The beaming father of Cadet 
Pavan Bhatia commended the ambience of the 
campus while sharing his pride and joy the day 

DNS 27 batch “Passing out Parade”

Chief guest receiving “Guard of Honour”

Cadet Prabal Mishra receives course completion certificate Cadet Kunal Vilas Punde receives course completion certificate

Cadet Daniel Ashley with parents Cadet Pavan Bhatia with parents
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Following prizes were given to DNS 27 Batch cadets: 

presented to him. “The nature and ambience is 
so refreshing. Today is one of the most important 
day’s in my life as my son is graduating from 
a great campus. I will give all the support and 
guidance to my son, to accomplish his seafaring 
dream and to serve with a dedicated mindset.”

The ceremony concluded with a prize distribution 
and group photograph of the batch. Our heartiest 
congratulations to graduation cadets and we 
look forward to their placements on-board ESM 
managed vessels in the months to come. 

Best Cadet      Rajdeep Singh 
Best in Academics      Daniel Ashley
Best Cadet Captain     Shekhar K. Singh
Best in Mathematics and Science   Md Yusuf Siddique
Best in English, MH and HF    Manish K. Nayak
Best in Stability and Construction   Aryan Srivastava 
Best in Navigation     Daniel Ashley 
Best in Cargo work, Seamanship and SWP  Daniel Ashley
Best in MARPOL and BME    Daniel Ashley
Best in Maritime Comm and Emergencies   Rajdeep Singh 
Best in HSSE and Hands On Training    Jashanpreet Singh
Best Orator     Bhatia P. Rajesh
Most Popular Cadet     Aryan Srivastava
Best Sportsman     Kanishka S. Bisht

Cadet Rajdeep Singh receives Best Cadet award

Cadet Shekhar Singh receives Best Cadet Captain award

Cadet Daniel Ashley from DNS 27 batch deliver vote of thanks

DNS 27 Passing out function at auditorium

Chief guest & faculty with DNS 27 batch Passing out cadets
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ESM NEWS

FS Diligence celebrates festive spirit onboard with 
“Creative Minds at Sea” competition
Joining in the festive celebrations of 
both Christmas and New Year’s, vessel 
FS Diligence organized a month long art 
competition titled “Creative Minds at 
Sea” for their respective crew members 
onboard while at sea. The competition 
motivated crew in utilizing their time 
off or leisure time to create a piece of 
work through drawing, painting or the 
building of a model from recyclable 
materials. 

An exhibition compiling the creative works of the 
crew was held onboard on Christmas Day (25th 
December 2019) and winners will be recognized 
with an ESM-issued certificate. We would like 
to thank Master Mahendra Singh and CE Amit 
Dublay for their creative endeavors in ensuring 
meaningful festive season as well as welfare of 
the crew onboard. 

Our heartiest congratulations to the following 
winners: 

Category A: Painting/Drawing
1st Prize: MM Niraj Kumar 
1st Prize: MM Muthumanickam 
Arumugasamy 
2nd Prize: AB Avneesh Singh
3rd Prize: MM Muthumanickam 
Arumugasamy

Category B: Ship Model 
1st Prize: AB Rajbhar Bikram
1st Prize: OS Tandel Dixitbhai Sureshbhai 
2nd Prize: AB Ahamed SK Ali
3rd Prize: Cadet Suresh Adarsh

Category C: Metallic Work
1st Prize: Cadet Akash Verma 
2nd Prize: JET Anurag Singh 
and Fitter Gupta Shambunath Sukhari 
3rd Prize: P/Man Ranjan Melkan

Category D: Innovation that Excites 
1st Prize: Bosun Rosary Soosai Antony 
Manoji
2nd Prize: 2O Deshmukh Hrishikesh 
Krishna 
2nd Prize: 2E Tasso Laling
2nd Prize: 3O Sasikumar Saran 

Category A 1st Prize Winner - MM Niraj Kumar

Category B 1st Prize Winner - AB Rajbhar Bikram

Category C 1st Prize Winner - Cadet Akash Verma

Category D 1st Prize Winner - Bosun Rosary Soosai Antony 
Manoji All creative models

All practical-use models
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ESM NEW TAKEOVER

Takeovers for 
the month of 
December 2019
Executive Ship Management in 
December took over bulk carriers, Ikan 
Pandan and Ikan Parang on 01st and 
03rd December at Zhoushan China and 
Kandla, Gujarat, India respectively. 

ESM would like to extend our heartiest 
congratulations and best wishes for safe sailing 
to the crew of all the vessels. Bon voyage!
 
Ikan Pandan crew under the leadership 
of Captain Mohan Lal Ahuja, CO Arujun 
Fernando Ratnam, CE Arun Joseph Quadros, 2E 
Pratikkumar Parsottambhai Patel.

Ikan Parang crew under the leadership of 
Captain Devendra Kumar Sharma, CO Avadhut 
Baburao Sawant, CE Kanchan Bhattacharjee, 
2E Sundar Kunkuma Sagar. 

ESM NEWS

ESM Singapore 
raises funds for 
the Salvation 
Army during 
Christmas  

Jitendra Pandey and Sukquinder Singh - Technical Team

Ayyappaswamy and Nishant Surana - Accounts Team

Varsha Vaswani and Kavita Goel - Communications & Crewing 
Team

ESM Singapore commemorated the 
Season of Giving in December 2019 by 
raising funds for the Salvation Army.

Employees of the company volunteered their 
time for the Christmas Kettling event organized 
annually by The Salvation Army. This is a unique 
fundraising project where volunteers take to the 
streets ringing bells and encouraging passers - by 
to drop a donation into the kettles.

The Salvation Army Singapore offers help to the 
needy segments of society without discrimination. 
This was indeed a wonderful experience for our 
employees and we look forward to engaging in 
more community outreach events in 2020. 

Mayamin Hippy and Leona Tan - Communications & HR Team
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Announcement(s)

Effective 01st January 2020, Senior HSEQA Superintendent, 
ESM Singapore, Captain Vinod Dubey will take on the role 
of Assistant Manager, Operations at Adhart Shipping Pte Ltd 
under Executive Group of Companies.

A passionate and committed mariner, Captain Vinod sailed on ESM 
managed vessels for four years before joining the HSEQA shore 
team in 2014. His new professional role will include overseeing 
the vessel’s commercial operations whilst managing the vessel’s 
marine operational as well as safety management matters.

With the steady expansion of companies under Executive Group, 
more such opportunities of career growth are foreseen and as 
such we are on the constant lookout for passionate and highly 
motivated individuals to join our various teams.

Heartiest congratulations to Capt. Dubey and wishing him all the 
very best for his new role ahead.

Chemistry faculty member at SIMS Mumbai, Dr Ambika Poojari 
completed her Doctorate of Philosophy in Chemistry from 
Academy of Maritime Education and Training (AMET) in Chennai, 
India.  Enrolling as a part-time PhD candidate while working full-
time as a faculty member at SIMS, she embarked on a challenging 
yet rewarding journey of six years. Dr Ambika successfully 
published her thesis titled “Spectroscopic and Ultrasonic studies 
on complexes of metal ions” in the Indian Journal of Public Health, 
Research and Development as well as the Research Journal of 
Pharmacy and Technology, attaining a Pass with Minor Corrections. 

A dedicated and steadfast educator with over a decade’s experience as 
SIMS faculty member, she credits the able mentorship of her esteemed 
colleagues and peers as well as her own professional experiences at the 
institution for providing her with the exposure, motivation and sheer 
determination to accomplish this educational feat. 

Congratulations Dr Ambika on your achievements and we wish you many 
more successes in the future!

Capt. Vinod Dubey
Assistant Manager, Adhart

Dr Ambika Poojari
Faculty & Quality Co-ordinator, 
SIMS Mumbai

ESM NEWS



Dr Ambika Poojari
Faculty & Quality Co-ordinator, 
SIMS Mumbai

SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
Graded A1 outstanding (Amongst top Maritime Institutes in India), obtained in the inspection conducted by the Government-

recognised independent body ClassNK, Japan (Nippon Kaiji Kyokai) – largest classification society in the world

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

Electronic Chart Display & Information System 5 06 - 10

FFLB 2 21 - 22

EP (SR 6 D) 6  06 - 11 & 20 - 25

EP (JR 12 D) 12 08 - 21

MEMS 2 20 - 21

PEPFE 2 27 - 28

Promotional Assessment 1 06, 13, 20 & 27

ERS (OPE) 3 20 - 22

ERS (MGT) 5 13 - 17

FSCT (3 D) 3 8, 15, 22 & 27

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - Furuno 2 On Request         

ECDIS Chartwolrd 2 On Request 

ECDIS JRC 1 On Request 

TRANSAS 2 On Request 

Bridge Team Management 5 On Request 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request          

Risk Assessment 2 On Request 

Incident Investigation 2 On Request 

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) 4 On Request 

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections (PSCOM) 2 On Request 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

ECDIS - Furuno 2 On Request

ECDIS JRC 1 On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On Request

TRANSAS 2 On Request

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request

Bridge Team Management 5 On Request

Risk Assessment 2 On Request

Incident Investigation 2 On Request

Port State Control & Oil Major Inspections 
(PSCOM)

2 On Request

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) 4 On Request

SIMS Mumbai Courses

SIMS Lonavala Courses SIMS Chadigarh - Value Added Courses

Sims Kochi - Value Added Courses

For Course Bookings, 
Please Contact:

 
Email for all courses: 

cto@executiveship.com

COURSE SCHEDULE – JANUARY 2020 

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

TRANSAS ECDIS 2 On Request

Chartworld ECDIS 2 On Request

ECDIS – Totem 2 On Request

"Turkish Strait - Dardanelles and 
Bosphorous (TSDB)"

2 On Request

ME Engine 0.5/1 On Request

Ice Navigation 2 On Request

Risk Assessment 0.5 On Request

Incident Investigation 0.5 On Request

Furuno ECDIS 2 On Request

ECDIS Simplified 1 On Request

DP Basic 5 On Request

DP Advanced 5 On Request

DP Maintenance 5 Every Monday

DP Awareness 2 On Request

Marine Electrical Practices (MEP) 5 On Request

Basic H2S (OPITO Approved) 0.5 On Request

Maritime Crew Resource Management 5 On Request

TASCO 10 On Request

CHEMCO 10 On Request

BTOCT 6 On Request

Maritime Resource Management (MRM) - -

BTGT 5 On Request

Electronic Chart Display and Information 
System (ECDIS)

- -

ERS-ML - -

ERS-OL - -

Free Fall Lifeboat (FFLB) - -

       

COURSE NO. OF DAYS DATES

Electronic Document Management System 1 On Request

Dynamics of Port State Control and Oil Major Inspections 2 On Request

MARPOL 1 6, 13, 20, 27

Critical Chemical Operation Briefing 0.5 7, 14, 21, 28

Bridge Team Management 5 06-10, 13-17, 20-24, 27-31

BP-Bridge Team Management 5 06-10, 13-17, 20-24, 27-31

Maritime Resource Management-S 5 13-17, 27-31

Enclosed Space Entry-Briefing 0.5(PM) On Request

Navigation Charts Corrections and Passage Planning 2 02-03, 09-10, 23-24

Advanced Safety Training  on Chemical Tankers-Type 2 3 On Request

Operation And Maintenance of Framo Cargo Pumping System 3 On Request

"Advanced Training on Chemical Tanker 
Operations for Ratings (ATCT)"

5 On Request

"Advanced Training on Oil Tanker 
Operations for Ratings (ATOT)"

5 On Request

Integrated Safety Training for Ratings 5 06-10, 13-17, 20-24, 27-31

Basic Tanker Operation Training 1.5 06-07, 20-21

Advanced Safety Training on Oil Tankers 3 On Request

Large Vessel Manoeuring (LVM) 2 On Request

PMT 1 On Request

ANST 1 03, 17, 24, 31

JONSE 2 7, 14, 21, 28

Familiarization & Safety Training on Chemical Tankers 3 On Request

Advance PSC/OM 0.5 On Request

GASCO 10 On Request

DG-SMS 5 On Request

JRC – ECDIS 1 On Request

JRC – ECDIS (9201-C) 2 On Request

 ¾ The course will be held subject to meeting the minimum quorum. 
   

 ¾ Officers to confirm their attendance to the respective Field Office at least 1 week prior commencement of the course. 
 

 ¾ Officers once confirmed for the course shouldn’t cancel it except in emergency. Please intimate field office promptly. 

 ¾ Officers coming for the courses are required to maintain proper dress code (Smart formals with tie). 

 ¾ 1 Photograph wil be required for each course (T-shirt photo not accepted).
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Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of January 2020!

CREW BIRTHDAYS

MST RENATO SURIA BUCU 12/01 NEW GRACE

MST AJIT GANPAT BANGAWALA 21/01 JUBILANT FUTURE

MST RAKESH KUMAR 08/01 MARLIN MASTER

MST NEERAJ TRIPATHI 03/01 VELOS RUBY

MST SUBRATO GHOSH 06/01 AFRICAN JACANA

MST VIPIN MAHLAWAT 08/01 VICTOIRE

MST CHANDRA BHUSHAN PRASAD 02/01 AFRAMAX RIVIERA

MST PANKAJ KUMAR 02/01 UACC SILA

MST VIPUL MEHTA 16/01 UACC FALCON

MST ALOK KUMAR KESHARI 18/01 KANALA

MST MANJIT SINGH 06/01 ATLANTIC CANYON

CO SHISHIR KANT 16/01 JUBILANT FUTURE

CO NIRLESH ANAND 28/01 FS SINCERITY

CO MUDIT SHARMA 27/01 EVER GLORY

CO AMBHOJ KUMAR YADAVA 25/01 BAKU

CO PARASNATH RAMNATH YADAV 01/01 ATLANTIC CANYON

CO RAJENDRA ANGADI 11/01 ARIANE MAKARA

CO AZAD SINGH 26/01 AFRA OAK

CO NITIN MAHESHWARI 18/01 CHOLA HARMONY

CO AMIT BHARDWAJ 26/01 VELOS LEO

CO RAJESH RANJAN 26/01 THE CHIEF

CO ALOK SINGH 28/01 KOBAI

CO ALOK KUMAR 06/01 GANGA K

CO ROHAN KUMAR 18/01 CRIMSON MAJESTY

CO BHOJRAJ SINGH SHEKHAWAT 20/01 VELOS AQUARIUS

2O NOAH PILARCA ARELLANO 18/01 NAVIOS SOUTHERN STAR

2O BESICO OCTAVIO MORAES 20/01 ANDROKLIS

2O BHARADUAJ CHAKRAMANATH 11/01 RED EAGLE

2O DANI MATHEW MATHEW 20/01 EVER GOLDEN

2O PUSHPEET SINGH JUDGE 27/01 MARLIN MYTHIC

2O RAJGOPAL CHITTAYIL SUKUMARAN 14/01 ALHANI

2O MAYANK KAUSHIK 05/01 BOUGAINVILLE

2O JISSIN ANTONY 18/01 MARLIN MAGNETIC

2O BICHU THOTTUNKAL BABU 21/01 LR1 AMBASSADOR

2O DAVINDER PAL SINGH 12/01 SANTOS

2O ROHAN RAVEENDRAN NAIR 14/01 LR2 PIONEER

2O PRINCE KUMAR MISHRA 14/01 AFRA HAWTHORN

2O ABHISHEK TIWARI 04/01 UACC HARMONY

3O JYPTHY SAMSON CARBAQUIL 30/01 BITUMEN EIKO

3O BIBIN KALLARACKAL TOMY 06/01 EVER GOVERN

3O MANULAL POOKULAKUZHIYIL 12/01 NEW BREEZE

3O GLADSON ISNOVER 18/01 ASTRID

3O AKHIL PRADEEP 20/01 RENAUD

3O SANJEEV KUMAR SINGHMAR 23/01 LR2 ETERNITY

3O MADHUKAR JOSHI 25/01 ATLANTIC CROWN

3O SUNIL KUMAR 05/01 YAMABUKI

3O RANJODH SINGH 01/01 ALJALAA

3O AMIT KUMAR 08/01 THE DIPLOMAT

3O TARUN SINGH DIXIT 08/01 THE SHERIFF

3O RAHUL DINESH GUPTA 20/01 FORRES PARK

3O MAYANK MISHRA 30/01 MARLIN MYTHIC

3O MOHIT RANA 25/01 FS SINCERITY

NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL

CE ROSHAN TIRKEY 16/01 TOLEDO TRIUMPH

CE RAJEEV DATTATRAYA KULKARNI 01/01 CARTAGENA

CE ANANDA ARJUNA BHAKTHAN 02/01 LAPEROUSE

CE NIRMAL PRASAD 10/01 ARISTODIMOS

CE AJAY KUMAR 01/01 GANGA K

CE HASAN MOHAMMAD MOZAHIR 16/01 FS SINCERITY

CE DEBASIS PODDAR 01/01 ARAGO

CE RUSLAN TYKHONOV 27/01 EXECUTIVE TIDE

CE INDRAJIT KAR 19/01 ATLANTIC CANYON

CE SUBHAS KUMAR MONDAL 29/01 MARLIN APATITE

CE ANIL KUMAR 05/01 THE DEPUTY

CE SUBRAMANIAN VELMURUGAN 13/01 AFRA LAUREL

CE DANAPAL SANNASI NADAR 29/01 VELOS FORTUNA

CE BINESH PURUSHOTHAMAN NAIR 01/01 ZARIFA ALIYEVA

CE UDAY KUMAR 02/01 MARLIN MILLENNIA

CE SAGAR GUPTA 25/01 JOSEPH WISDOM

CE AKHILESH KUMAR MAURYA 25/01 MARLIN MAJESTIC

CE YEVGEN SIRYAK 13/01 EXECUTIVE COURAGE

2E SHARAT CHANDRA OJHA 01/01 AEGEAN WAVE

2E MAGHESH JANAKIRAMAN 13/01 CHEM NICHOLAS

2E PRASAD RAMESH DHAWLE 31/01 AFRA WILLOW

2E PADMANABHA PILLAI SALIL P. 14/01 KOBAI

2E CHELLAPANDIAN CHELLADURAI 28/01 ATLANTIC EAGLE

2E ASHISH VIJ 31/01 AFRAMAX RIVER

2E NITHIN KUTTAMTHADATHIL MATHEW 08/01 THE DEPUTY

2E SANDEEP KUMAR CHAUDHARY 22/01 E PIONEER

2E SUMIT KALKAL 01/01 CRIMSON KNIGHT

2E ARUN SHARMA 03/01 LR2 POSEIDON

2E VENKATESAN SELVAM 14/01 ATLANTIC CANYON

3E PRAVIN DEEPAK LASINKAR 01/01 KIKYO

3E SARANG TAKSALE 26/01 EVER GOVERN

3E JUBY JOSEPH 28/01 TAMPA TRIUMPH

3E DIWAKAR SINGH MUNDA 15/01 CRIMSON MONARCH

3E KARLMARX ANAIKUPPAM KUMANAN 05/01 VELOS RUBY

3E HRIDAY PATHAK 16/01 THE CHIEF

3E RAHUL HANAMANT PATIL 05/01 CARTAGENA

3E MANMOHAN SINGH RAWAT 06/01 AEGEAN WAVE

3E SHIPIPKUMAR JENTILAL SOLANKI 09/01 SPRUCE 2

3E AVINASH GUNDLAPALLI 13/01 MARLIN MAJESTIC

3E BIBIN BABY 11/01 ST. GERTRUD

3E FRANKLIN CASUGA ASUNCION 25/01 NEW GRACE

3E RIPDAMAN SINGH KHURANA 25/01 EVER GOLDEN

4E RACHIT NAUTIYAL 15/01 CHEM NICHOLAS

4E JAGADISH PRASAD VASUPALLI 26/01 CRIMSON MAJESTY

4E KRISHNADAS AMBALATHARA V. 23/01 AZERBAIJAN

4E PRASHANT KUMAR GUPTA 02/01 E PIONEER

4E MANDEEP SINGH 19/01 CHOLA VIRTUE

4E SARAVJIT SINGH 31/01 FS DILIGENCE

4E DILIPAN ELANGOVAN 04/01 TAMPA TRIUMPH

4E PANKAJ KUMAR SHARMA 09/01 AFRICAN JACANA

4E SANTOSH NARAYAN GODHI 23/01 ATLANTIC EAGLE

4E YASH NAIR 15/01 BRITISH ALTUS
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PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 176

ESM received the latest batch of officers from SIMS

1. 3O VEDANT KUMAR   BOUGAINVILLE
2. JO NIKHIL NICHOLAS   VICTOIRE
3. JE PONNANNA A. VASANTHA  LAPEROUSE
4. JE AANGAD OBEROI   GUNESHLI
5. 4E AKSHAY KUMAR SHARMA  KIKYO

6. JE ANUSH BHAGAWATH  MARLIN APATITE
7. JE HIMANSHU SINGH   AEGEAN WAVE
8. JE BALAJI MURUGAN   MARLIN MASTER
9. JE SATHISHKUMAR SARAVANAN  CRIMSON KNIGHT

NEW JOINERS

Adding to the growing number of cadets from SIMS Lonavala who join onboard ships managed by ESM as Officers, are the following:

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5
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SUDOKU OBJECTIVE

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank 
squares in a game with the correct numbers. There 
are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 
9 square Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order 

•  
Every column of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order

•  
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square 
must include all digits 1 through 9

** All answers will be provided next issue.

PUZZLES



Executive Incentive Awards for 
1st Quarter 2020

Executive 
Incentive Awards 
for Catering Crew: 
Best Cooks

Executive 
Incentive Awards 
for Catering Crew: 
Best General  
Stewards

VESSEL DECK SIDE ENGINE SIDE

Afframax Rio 
Afra Hawthorn
Afra Laurel
Afra Oak
Afra Willow 
Aframax River 
Aframax Riviera 
African Jacana
Alhani
Aljalaa
Alqadisia 
Amore Mio
Androklis
Arago
Ariane Makara 
Aristodimos
Astrid
Atlantic Crown
Atlantic Eagle
Atlantic Guard
Azerbaijan
Azeri Gas
Baku
Bougainville 
Cartagena
Chem Nicholas
Claxton Bay
Crimson Knight
Crimson Majesty
Crimson Princess
E Pioneer 
Forres Park 
FS (Siva) Sincerity
FS Diligence 
FS Endeavor
Glorious Fuji
Guneshli
Houyoshi Express II
Joseph Wisdom
Jubilant Future
Kamome Victoria
Kikyo
Laperouse
LR2 Eternity
Lubersac
Maea
Maetiga
Marex Express
Marex Noa 
Marlin Amber 
Marlin Apatite
Marlin Aquamarine
Marlin Aventurine
Marlin Magic
Marlin Magnetic
Marlin Majestic
Marlin Marvel
Marlin Master
Marlin Millennia
Marlin Mythic
Marlin Santiago 
Marlin Suez
Mitera (Ex-Pioneer Express)
Navios Southern Star
New Breeze
Red Eagle 
Renaud
Salaminia (Nord Optimiser)
Samraa Alkhaleej 
Santos
Sumac
The Blacksmith (Ex-Palanca Montevideo)
The Chief (Ex-Palanca Singapore)
The Diplomat (Ex-Palanca Muscat)
UACC Concensus
UACC Eagle
UACC Falcon
UACC Ras Laffan
UACC Ras Tanura
UACC Shams 
UACC Sila 
Velos Aquarius
Velos Fortuna
Velos Leo
Velos Ruby
Victoire
Yamabuki 
Zarifa Aliyeva

Sarith Chandran
Naveen Kishore Velungan Kunhikannah                      
Vykunta Rao Yeduru
Umeshbhai Tandel
Palash Chandra Roy                                              
Sanjaybhai Tandel
Rajankumar Karsanbhai Tandel
Anmol Kumar  Tirkey
Dharmendra Yadav
Devendrakumar Haribhai Tandel
Hetalkumar J Tandel
Manoharan, Tamilselvan
Manesh M Velappa
Manoranjan Baliar Singh                  
Nareshkumar Lallubhai Tandel
Chandrashekhar Mylapalli
Korlayya Tule
Sandeep Kumar
Sanjay Ekanath More
George Varghese
Prasad Madhukar Thakur
Kathiravan Periaswami
Umesh Chauhan                                                                       
Vinod Kumar Gupta
Amit Kumar Chaturvedi
Shashank Kumar Singh
Haresh Bhimji Solanki 
Amit Kumar Verma                                   
Savio Thacel Fernandes                                             
Sherwin P. Basinal    
Panakkal P. Sibin Sivaraman
Amar Preet
Nareshkumar V Tandel
Bikram Rajbhar
Richus Perera 
Amoncio, Juluis Combatir
Narendrakumar Ranchod
Bhupendra Kumar Dahyabhai Tandel
James Joseph Periera
Krishna Rao Gangagalla
Infant Feny
Akshay Shekade
Gajenndra Durgayya Naik 
Ilyas Abdulla Pantave
Monu Yadav Ramsevak
Om Singh Bhati
Anil Chandel       
Rajesh Kumar
Atul Motilal Agarthadel
Jitendra Kumar Channabhai Tandel
Pinalkumar Amrutlal Tandel
Ramesh Shivendran
Prasad, Manmohan
Hiteshkumar Kantilal Bamania
Rameshbhai Haribhai Tandel
Melvin Ivan Quadros
Shiva Mailapilli
Mahesh Kumar Solanki
Abhimanyu Singh Patel
Manish Mankotia
-
Badi Chiranjeevi 
Kevin Valantus
Jay Ar C. Narisma
George Babi Pancras                   
Sudarshan Pattnaik
Laxminarayan Biswal
Deril Lobo
Minhaj Vazirahmad
Sureshan Kadappuram
Virenkumar Rameshbhai Tandel 
Jijo Kanakkassery Kunjachan
Shakil Bashir Siddiqui
Sachin Chandrikaprasad Yadav
Jitender Singh
Rakesh Kumar
Dubey Himanshu Ashok Kumar
Mukesh Singh Gautam                                     
Arun Chandran                                                          
Barjan Druman
Manish Tiwari                                         
Sachin Kumar
Rajeev Ranjan Singh
Vinu Mohanan
Alok Kumar Pandey
Kiran Premji Divecha
Vinu Viswanath Kotha Valappil
Jitendrakumar Haribhai Tandel

Manotosh Bose       
Denson Tony 
Rahul Babubhai Tandel
Koushik Majumder    
Krishan Kumar Gupta
-
Yadav Jai Singh
Devendra Kumar Singh
Anishur Rahaman
Prinjith K
Amol Kashinath Patil
Ajithkumar Arjunan Santhakumari
-
Preetham  Dcosta
Varun Mohan.
Rahul Raveendran
Ashvani Kumar                   
Chandra Prakash Nishad
Shesh Nath
Vilas Tuscano Sebastian
-
Ajay Pandey              
Sanjay Chauhan
Umesh Kumar Pandey
Ajay Tiwari
Tandel Sanjay
Sanjay Paswan
Firoj Rahaman Mollik
Chirag Kalyanbhai Tandel   
Dave M. Palomo
Sunny Kumar                   
Bachcha Babu  
Rajubhai Thakorbhai Tandel
Muthumanickam Arumugasamy
Sandeep Kumar
Jovanne  Mejoc  Pacon
Kantilal D Solanki
Raju Singh
Jayantilal Bhagwanbhai Tandel
Yogesh Kumar Jiva Bariya
Rajeshkumar Parbhubhai Tandel                          
Kamalia Pinalkumar Dilip
Abhijeet Rautela
Ramarao Mylappalli                          
Deepak Singh
Ketankumar Upendrabhai Patel                                                   
Omprakash Kushwaha
Shyam Lal
Kunnampilly Vijaykumar Ranjith
Omprakash Pandey
Mansingh Yadav
Miteshbhai Vasantbhai Tandel                                                                  
Lal Renjith                                                           
Ashok Kumar
Anil Kumar
Lajeesh Kunjumakkanpurakkal 
Vijay Kumar Tandel
Raj Kumar Yadav
Ashwin Patel    
Ratnakar Singh
Vishvamintra Kumar Chauhan
Ravendra Kumar
Santosh Kumar 
-
Ravindra Kumar Gokul
Narendra Kumar A. Agrahari
Rai, Anupam                       
Binod Kumar Thakur   
Rahul Talwar
Anil Kumar
Appalakonda Koiviri
Badri Singh
Bhushan Satish Bairagi
Jitendra Pratap Singh
Deepesh Dubey
Shyju Thomas 
Ajay Kumar Maurya
Prasanna Kumar 
Kalaivanan Naduncheliyan
Bhumit Solanki
Shankar Lal Gupta     
Sagar Solanki
Alok Kumar 
Rakesh Kushwaha
Ashish Sitaram Pawar
Manoj Kumar Yadav
Mayur Jayantibhai Tandel
Vijesh Kumar            

1. Jiby Joseph  LR2 Eternity
2. Prasad D. Kambli               Marlin Magic
3. Dev Dutt  Red Eagle 
4. Kalpeshkumar R. Tandel    Gran Couva
5. Kamal Singh Solanki         Marlin Azurite
6. Mohd. Izhar  Velos Leo
7. Rajesh Yadav     Marlin Majestic
8. Debasis Dinda   Maea
9. Sushil Kumar  Alqadisia 
10. Norberto E. Peralta    Crimson Princess

1. Bhupesh Chavan Afra Oak
2. Vijay Phalke  Azerbaijan
3. Sagar Shashikant Lad LR2 Eternity
4. Kundan Kumar  LR2 Pioneer
5. Hirenkumar D. Tandel Princess Alexia
6. Bhavesh K. J. Solanki Aegean Wave
7. Tandel Harshadkumar    Afframax Rio 
8. Jignes Kumar P. Tandel    The Blacksmith (Ex-  

   Palanca Montevideo)
9. Naginbhai D. Tandel Chem Nicholas
10. Jay-R V. Saribay    Crimson Princess

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES
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WINNING RECIPES

ROASTED CHICKEN TANDOORI

TANDOORI PRAWNS

INGREDIENTS:

• Tandoori Chicken (Legs)   -  10 Pcs

• Curd  -  100 Gm

• Salt - As Per Taste

• Pepper Powder  -  1/4 Tea Spoon

• Red Chilli Powder  -   2 Teaspoon

• Oil  -  1 1/2 Tea Spoon

• Lime  -  1

METHOD:

1. Apply salt to chicken legs and sprinkle lime 

juice. 

2. Mix curd, chilli powder, pepper powder, apply to 

chicken. Marinate for at least 3 hours.

3. Then, place marinated chicken to roast in a 

tandoori oven at 315F for 40 minutes. 

4. Garnish it with lime and mint leaves.

5. Serve with salad.

INGREDIENTS: (for 4 people)
• 1 kg prawns, large, shelled, de-veined and 

washed
• 1 tbsp. / 15 ml vinegar
• 1 ½ tsp / 1 ½ gm salt
• Oil for basting

FOR THE MARINADE:
• 1 cup / 250 gm yoghurt, thick
• 3 tsp / 18 gm ginger-garlic paste
• 1 ½ tsp / 1 ½ gm cumin powder
• 1 ½ tsp / 4 ½ gm peppercorns, crushed
• ½ cup / 30 gm green coriander, finely chopped
• 3-4 green chillies, ground to a paste.
• 20 gm tandoori masala
• Salt to taste 

METHOD:
1. Sprinkle salt and vinegar on the prawns and 

keep aside.
2. FOR THE MARINADE: Whisk yoghurt in a 

bowl. Stir in the remaining ingredients of the 
marinade and mix well. Coat the prawns with 
this mixture and refrigerate to marinate for 
about 3 hours.

3. Cook in tandoor or bake in oven till golden 
brown. Brush with a little oil.

Chief Cook Jiby Joseph

Chief Cook Prasad Kambli



ROASTED CHICKEN TANDOORI

ESM NEWS

Recognition, Transformation and Fellowship at ESM: 
2019 in retrospect 
The year 2019 was indeed an exciting year at Executive for 
being recognized for our spirit of innovation and excellence, as 
well as the company’s consistent growth and transformation 
while building on our esprit de corps.

Enterprise 50 winner
Executive Ship Management was recognized as an Enterprise 50 winner in 
Singapore for its accomplishments, spirit of innovation, excellence as well 
as building a sustainable business model and contributing to the economy. 
The award, organized by the Business Times, accounting organization KPMG 
Singapore and other prestigious business organizations such as Enterprise 
Singapore, the Singapore Business Federation, and the Singapore Exchange, 
also noted the company to be one of the country’s top privately held firms. 

It was an honor to achieve this business recognition. Our heartiest 
congratulations and sincere appreciation to the passionate teams of ESM. 

Over 200 seafarers completed 10 years of service at ESM 
A record number of 200 seafarers completed 10 years of service at ESM in 
2019 indicating strength in maintaining a positive ship-shore collaboration 
as well as a pool of dedicated and talented seafarers. Felicitations were 
done at the Officer’s and Ratings seminars held in the month of November. 
Indeed life came full circle for a record number of SIMS alumni/Senior 
Officers as they were awarded for their long service in the company. 

Embarking on digital transformation 
Digital transformation and innovation in 2019 was at the forefront of 
ESM’s goals as the company worked diligently to elevate its technology. 
In-house ship management software, Phoenix was upgraded and re-
launched as Phoenix 3.0. The upgrade brought forward a newly improved, 
holistic maritime software suite especially for seafarers and onboard vessel 
management. 

It featured upgrades to the User Interface Design (UI) and User Experience 
Design (UX), crew dashboard as well as improvements to templates, forms, 
modules and other work management related tools seeking to meet the 
needs of vessel management as well as that of the commercial maritime 
industry. Other plans to further upgrade this software are underway with 
more to come.

ESM also held webinars on its Consistency in Safety Compliance seminar 
series for the first time in September and November 2019. This initiative 
was held in bid to reach out to seafarers who were unable to be physically 
present at the event and was well-received with a grand total of 135 
seafarers watching the live broadcast across India. All seminars will also be 
available as a webinar, going forward.  

In further pursuit of its digital transformation goals, ESM was one of the 
pioneering ship management companies to undertake the early adopter’s 

Continued on Page 7

ESM NEWS

Executive Ship Management joins early adopter’s 
program for 3D printed marine spare parts
Executive Ship Management has joined a Joint Industry 
Program by MPA, SSA and NAMIC on additive manufacturing 
of spare parts that laid the foundation for the use of 3D 
printing to be applied in the maritime industry, an initiative 
by Wilhelmsen Ship Service.

Attending the launch on 02nd December, Steen Lund, ESM’s CCO and Group 
CDO said that ESM looks forward to bringing additively manufactured spare 
parts into use in a safe and controlled application of parts that will not 
require the approval of classification societies. 

The value proposition lies in significantly reduced lead times and the 
resultant elimination of logistics costs from supplying from multiple 
locations as opposed to current procurement procedures typically focusing 
on single or few production origins.

Added benefits will be found in an improved environmental footprint from 
disrupting the supply chain as well as the ability to rapidly change and 
improve spare parts that are printed based on input from the operational 
users. 

Sample of additively manufactured spare parts 
ready for use

The Executive Group intends to use the printed spare parts initially on its 
own offshore vessels before a possible wider implementation in the future.
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